Office Communication in a Box

SL1000 – Benefits

- Built-in Voice Messaging
- Doorphone Connectivity
- Long Conversation Alarm / Cut-off
- Conference
- Caller-ID
- Day / Night Mode
- Group Listening
- Extension Lock (Dial Block)
- Hotline
- Toll Restriction

SL1000 is an intelligent cost-effective telecommunication system that is equipped with capability to adapt functions for immediate and emerging business needs.

SL1000 – Built-in Features

1. Built-in Voice Messaging
   Increase productivity of handling incoming calls by Built-in Auto-Answering function. SL1000 is initially built-in with an Auto-Answering feature which uses built-in hardware, and is able to record up to 5 greeting messages by the user. It also keeps up to 10 messages to be recorded from outside.

2. Caller-ID
   Acknowledge who have called controlling your office. Caller-ID feature in SL1000 can interface the Caller-ID trunk from Telco, and the information can be displayed on all type of terminals. In addition, incoming ring tone can be set against specified Caller-ID numbers, allowing identifiability of ring tone.

3. Group Listening
   Group listening function allows you to broadcast your conversations via built-in speaker on the multiline terminal. This enables your surrounding parties to listen to the conversation.

4. Conference
   Join a conference without even leaving the desk. This feature allows you to set up a teleconference between internal and/or external parties. Max. 12 participants per conference. This feature allows SL1000 to interface the Caller-ID trunk from Telco, and the information can be displayed on all type of terminals. It is approximately 25%* lower than previous system. SL1000 uses less power consumption than most legacy systems. It is approximately 25%* lower than previous systems, and reduced the total cost of ownership by reducing the office electricity expenses, at the same time saving the environment by going green.

5. Power Saving Mode
   SL1000 allows automatic standby mode during office closing time. This feature saves the system’s energy when it is not in use, and increases its service performance.

6. Day / Night Mode
   Employers use customized Day/night route for incoming calls after working hours and at the same time controlling outgoing calls after working hours. SL1000 provides an 8 system modes which can be switched after working hours. SL1000 provides automatic and/ or manual options for such actions. Each mode can be configured to restrict all calls towards specified extensions or groups that match your requirements effectively.

7. Call Forwarding
   No more hassle for the customers to be reaching an employee who’s not at their desk. Call Forwarding feature maintains incoming calls be routed automatically to another extension or an external number (possibly phone, fax and etc.).

8. Doorphone Connectivity
   SL1000 provides proprietary doorphone terminal connections at the front door. Additionally, if initially in the office, there is an option that the doorphone may be forwarded to your mobile/home.

9. Toll Restriction
   Toll Restriction feature prohibits specified extensions from accessing unauthorized extensions which have been pre-programmed into the restriction table. A total of 15 restrictions can be assigned to each extension.

10. Extension Lock (Dial Block)
    Extension Lock (Dial Block) feature prevents unauthorized person from changing your extension code. This allows for flexibility in your extension code so that your desk phone can be disabled or even for being entered a security code.

11. Long Conversation Alarm / Cut-off
    Manage the length of the conversation for call down the communication cost and higher efficiency for the employees. SL1000 provides a sleep mode function which can be set against specified Caller-ID numbers, allowing identifiability of ring tone.

12. Web-based System Management
    Administration of the system can now be easier with the intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI). Your own PC can be connected to SL1000 to let your multi/departmental users manage various terminal settings.

IP Telephony

- IP-Enabled
   SL1000 is ready with the capability of VoIP (Voice over IP) trend, or possible change in the future for both H.323 and SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) trunks and systems. It is approximately 25%* lower than previous system. SL1000 uses less power consumption than most legacy systems. It is approximately 25%* lower than previous systems, and reduced the total cost of ownership by reducing the office electricity expenses, at the same time saving the environment by going green.

ECOLOGY

- Lower Power Consumption
  SL1000 unit less power consumption than most legacy systems. It is approximately 25%* lower than previous systems, and reduced the total cost of ownership by reducing the office electricity expenses, at the same time saving the environment by going green.

- Power Saving Mode
  SL1000 allows automatic standby mode during office closing time. This feature saves the system’s energy when it is not in use, and increases its service performance.

- Hotline
  Ideal feature for receptionists, security guards, house, parking attendants, and etc. Set up the热线 for dedicated use. This function allows you to call a pre-programmed external number by just lifting the handset without dialing any numbers.

- Day / Night Mode
  Employers use customized Day/night route for incoming calls after working hours and at the same time controlling outgoing calls after working hours. SL1000 provides an 8 system modes which can be switched after working hours. SL1000 provides automatic and/ or manual options for such actions. Each mode can be configured to restrict all calls towards specified extensions or groups that match your requirements effectively.

- Call Forwarding
  No more hassle for the customers to be reaching an employee who’s not at their desk. Call Forwarding feature maintains incoming calls be routed automatically to another extension or an external number (possibly phone, fax and etc.).

- Doorphone Connectivity
  SL1000 provides proprietary doorphone terminal connections at the front door. Additionally, if initially in the office, there is an option that the doorphone may be forwarded to your mobile/home.

- Toll Restriction
  Toll Restriction feature prohibits specified extensions from accessing unauthorized extensions which have been pre-programmed into the restriction table. A total of 15 restrictions can be assigned to each extension.

- Extension Lock (Dial Block)
  Extension Lock (Dial Block) feature prevents unauthorized person from changing your extension code. This allows for flexibility in your extension code so that your desk phone can be disabled or even for being entered a security code.

- Long Conversation Alarm / Cut-off
  Manage the length of the conversation for call down the communication cost and higher efficiency for the employees. SL1000 provides a sleep mode function which can be set against specified Caller-ID numbers, allowing identifiability of ring tone.

- Web-based System Management
  Administration of the system can now be easier with the intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI). Your own PC can be connected to SL1000 to let your multi/departmental users manage various terminal settings.

AFFORDABILITY

- Handy and Useful Functions
  SL1000 is equipped with rich Built-in functions that improve the employees’ communication environment, contributing to save the Total Cost of Ownership.

- Hybrid Concept
  SL1000 provides hybrid port, making seamless integration of multitude terminal, single line telephones, facsimiles, and even without surgery settings.

- Scalable Architecture
  SL1000 allows from 6 to 9 extensions, scales up to 64 extensions (32 ports). This feature is flexible to suit any changing demands of communication infrastructure.

EFFICIENCY

- Productive Communication
  Increase efficiency by fully utilizing features such as Conference, Automated Attendant, Call Forwarding and more, in the system for a productive communication environment.

- Web-based Manager
  The terminal and system setting are easily customizable to suit your user’s preferences.

- Unique Features
  Office / Home Group functions are preserved. Also Mobile Extension feature provides “Mobility”.

- Connection Diagrams
  Following is the sample connection diagram to SL1000 to let your multi/departmental users manage various terminal settings.
SL1000 - Advanced & Unique Solutions

Unified Messaging

Voice Response System (VRS)*

Voice Response System (VRS) provides various voice features such as Automated Attendant, Voice Announcement, Greetings, and others to increase productivity. Initially four channels are equipped, and this can be expanded up to 16 channels in total. SL1000 also provides multiple voice levels of Automated Attendant (eg: by including customers that guided callers to reach the desired extension or group without going through a telephone operator).

Voice Mail*

Voice Mail is a voice mail solution to store any text messages, with a choice of either 13 hours or 40 hours recording time. Voice mail operator and access to the mail box is easy from the telephone.

Message Notification

When an external caller leaves a voice message at the employees’ extension, SL1000 automatically places a call to the pre-assigned number (another outside caller or a manager) and sends a notification informing they have received a new message.

Conversation Recording

Users can record and store telephone conversations into the voice message mailbox and play them back on demand.

Mobility (Guest Parking)

Mobility is the key to success in expanding business. Mobile phone can be used as the answering terminal when the users are out of the desk/office. No more missing important calls when the users are out of office. This is beneficial to you that your own Mobile/IMM features be an internal extension. This telephone is recommended for sales offices, business personnel who are frequently out of office/home. Also used for factory, warehouse having wide areas.

Office / Home Guard

Auto Warning Message

Use the terminal as a tool for reminders. Messages or conversations can be recorded and played back automatically on a periodic schedule over the key telephone’s built-in speaker to simulate human presence in the surroundings.

Alarm Sensor Support

An Alarm Sensor Support is already built-in. An alarm trigger when there is a forced break-in, and home protection against vandalism. Connect a 3rd Party Passive Infrared Sensor (PIR) or motion detector to the SL1000 and later advantage of the built-in alarm system. A pre-recorded warning message can be played back through the built-in speaker of the telephone on a paging speaker as a sire, triggered by the PIR sensors.

Green Initiatives and EcoSystem

NEC has always been committed to developing environmentally conscious products, many of which are built to enhance productivity. For green initiatives, NEC has served as the leader in eco-friendly products and services, as well as the first company to develop a model for recycling and reuse. The following initiatives that include 12 Eco initiatives and 12 green initiatives are made to help reduce energy consumption and material used in our products. These initiatives are aimed at reducing energy consumption, increasing energy efficiency, and recycling waste materials and other environmentally conscious products, by providing recycling and the use of recycled products.

Smart Communication Server

Affordable, Efficient and IP Enabled Solution